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'Shalom, salam, peace'
Israel,
Jordan
commit
to treaty
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By Jay Young
The BC News

A mostly baby-boomer audience gathered in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom Wednesday
afternoon to view a live interactive teleconference that explored
the troubles and challenges of
Generation X.
"Look Who's Coming to College: A New Understanding of
Today's Students," featured six
people from the education field.
Together, with some input
from University students, the
group struggled to identify the
millions of people known as Generation X.
Fifty-four percent of American
college students think the country's best years have passed. Fifty-five percent are pessimistic
about the nation's economic
prospects in the next 10 years,
according to research done by
Harvard graduate William
Strauss. Strauss blamed the baby
boomers for the trouble of today's youth.
"These statistics were made by
the baby-boomers and [Generation XJstepped in," Strauss said.
"There are many ways [baby
boomers] didn't support the next
generation like I was supported.
This group will not do as well as
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The Associated Press
WADI ARABA, IsraelJordan Border -- With
prayers, colored balloons
and a 21-gun salute, Israel
and Jordan signed a peace
treaty today to end 46 years
of war
and
launch
t
h
e
Middle
East into
a new era
of hope.
The
signing
by Prime
Minister
Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and
Prime Minister Abdul Salam Majali of Jordan climaxed an extravagant
ceremony attended by
President Clinton, who told
the audience that peace between the peoples of Jordan
and Israel "is no longer a
mirage."
Clinton appeared to fight
back tears as a stiff, dusty
wind whipped his face as he
added his signature to the
treaty.
At the opening of the
ceremony, Clinton, King
Hussein of Jordan and Rabin of Israel stood side by
side as anthems played and
cannons roared.
"God willing there will be
no more deaths, no more
misery, no more suspicion,
no more fear, no more uncertainty," Hussein said.
Rabin said "the time has
now come not merely to
dream of a better future but
to realize it."
"The peace that was born
today gives us all hope that
the children born today will
never know war between us
and their mothers will know
no sorrow," Rabin said.
"Shalom, salam, peace."
Clinton led an array of
foreign dignitaries who
came to this freshly asphalted former minefield in a
show of international soli-

Group struggles
to grasp plight
of Generation X

AP Photo/Marcy Nlghttwandc

U.S. President Bill Clinton, center, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, left, and, King Hussein of
Jordan stand against a backdrop of "peace balloons" released at the end of the peace treaty signing
ceremony at the Wadl Araba border crossing near Ellat, Wednesday.
darity against Arab hardliners who oppose the
treaty.
An hour before the signing, guerrillas in Lebanon
fired rockets into northern
Israel in an apparent act of
disapproval.
"We break the chains of
the past that too long have
kept you shackled in the
shadow of strife and suffering," Clinton said. He called
on Israelis and Jordanians
to "turn no man's land Into
every man's home."
An estimated 5,000 invited guests looked on from
grandstands, and the ceremony was televised live.

Jordan and Israel turned
the signing on their shared
desert border into a emotional gala including a joint
rendition of "The Star-Spangled Banner," recognizing
Washington's peacebrokering role.
The signing plaza was a
blaze of flags and a banner
proclaiming peace in Arabic, Hebrew and English.
Israeli army officers in olive-green fatigues mingled
with Jordanian counterparts in red-checkered
headdress. An Israeli rabbi
in flowing robes and turban
stood out among diplomats
in suits and ties.

Jordan
Peace Treaty
^f The signing by Prime
C Minister Yitzhak Rabin
of Israel and Prime
Minister Abdel Salam
Majali of Jordan
climaxed an extravagant
ceremony attended by
President Clinton.
^ / At the opening of the
KF ceremony, Clinton. King
Hussein of Jordan and
Rabin of Israel stood
I
side by side as anthems
I
played.

their parents. If they do, it will
take a miracle."
The two-hour teleconference
was delivered to the University
through an arrangement made by
the Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs and the Office of Residential Services. It
also featured interviews with
students. In the interviews, college students from across the
count ry shared their views about
their generation. Many voiced
their disatisfaction with today's
education system.
"I enjoyed hearing the students point of view," said Linda
Hamilton, University director of
budgeting. "It was very enlightening. I don't interact with students very much"
Hamilton said she will be able
to use the students comments to
make them feel more comfortable in her office.
Most of the student that responded voiced disapproval of
being labeled. Many did not understand hjw they could be
labeled.
"People are sometimes afraid
of what they don't know, so they
call us 'X,'" said student Yumorria Cole, a part of the teleconference.
S«*X, page three.

Candidates claim
experience helpful
By Cynthia Kent
The BC News
Both candidates for Wood
County auditor said past experience works to their advantage
during a Wednesday afternoon
debate.
Democratic candidate, Chuck
Bailey said he is relying on his 32
years in banking and serving the
private sectors.
He said as vice president of
sales at Society Bank he has experience working with a $350
million budget and 154 employees. Bailey said his 32 years
in the private sector is valuable
and over the years has developed
innovative teamwork skills.
"I have private sector relationships with all the political
offices in a lot of small and big
towns," Bailey said. "I deal with

a lot of people on a personal basis
and I believe 1 know the deeds of
a smaller community."
Republican candidate Mike
Sibbersen said during his 17
years working with local
government he has consistently
made the same kind of decisions
he would make as auditor.
"I constantly work with school
board members, local government members, administration
and municipal courts," Sibbersen
said. "I have a working relationship with them."
In 1977, he worked in the
weights and measures department and real estate. He became
Wood County auditor last fall
after former auditor Harold
Bateson retired.
Sibbersen said the most imporSee CANDIDATES,
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three.

Winning professor Alumni Association honors faculty
describes recognition
By Katie Simmons
The BG News

By Katie Simmons
The BC News

more worthy individuals for this
University faculty members
honor, and if I did win, I think I'd were honored Wednesday night
probably faint."
for their 1,665 years of combined
The envelope please ~ at the
While he didn't faint, he was service to the students of the
Sixth Annual Faculty Recogni- surprised. Kahle described the University.
tion Dinner, Wednesday night, honor as being almost as Impor"All I can say is thank you to
Charles F. Kahle was honored as tant as his wedding day and the those of you who are here that
the 1994 Master Teacher.
births of his six children.
have invested your souls into this
"I try not to think about
"It feels great to be recog- great University," said Universiwhether or not I'll win," said Ka- nized," Kahle said. "I've taught ty President Paul Olscamp, in his
hle, professor of geology, prior to for a long time, and it's like life in opening remarks at the banquet.
winning the award. "There are general - you always hear about
In addition to recognizing
some extraordinary finalists, and the bad things you do. It's nice to members of the faculty who have
I honestly feel that there are far
See KAHLE, page four. given more than 15 years of ser-

INSIDE

CAMPUS
Students who have concerns
or complaints' about the
University will be able to express
them to University President Paul
Olscamp today during the Fall
Semester Student Open Forum.
•a* Page 4; ,vn0

vice to the University, four Chauhan, professor of political
professors were honored with science; Edmund J. Danziger Jr.,
the University's highest awards, professor of history; and Michael
receiving a plaque and $1,000 for Doherty, Distinguished University Professor of psychology.
their achievements.
Receiving the Olscamp
Charles Kahle, professor of
geology, received the Master Research Award was Peggy
Teacher Award, presented annu- Giordano, professor of sociology,
ally by the Undergraduate honored for her outstanding
Alumni Association. Recipients scholarship achievements over
are nominated by students and the past three years.
chosen by an alumni-students
Giordano's areas of study include black adolescent developcommittee.
Finalists for the Master Teach- ment, female crime and dull
er Award included Kathleen Far- quency, the dynamics of peer inber, professor of educational fluence, the impact of social
foundations and inquiry; D.S. networks on criminality and

EDITORIAL
Matt Fair explores the
competitive nature in men.
w PadJ-"

SPORTS
The soccer team beat
Cleveland State 2-1 when Joe
Burch headed in a shot in
overtime.

«-Pagi5.

mental health, and teenage pregnancy.
The final award given to individual faculty members was
shared by two faculty members,
Richard Hebein and Evron Collins, for their service to the University. They were awarded the
Faculty Service Award.

The banquet also recognized
members of the faculty who have
retired, and paid special tribute
to Edgar Singleton, professor of
physics and astronomy, for his 35
years of service to the University.

WEATHERMostly sunny, the high in the
upper 50s. Southwest winds 1015 mph.
Tonight. Mostly clear with
scattered frost. Low in the upper
30s.
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Claims of IQ book.
racist, unfounded
Stupid is as stupid does. Those are the words of
Forrest Gump, a man who, despite his apparent
IQ, has a point.
However, author Charles Murray, who recently
released a controversial book titled "The Bell
Curve," doesn't see it that way. Murray argues that a
person's IQ is what determines his or her status in
society, rather than environmental factors or personal ambition.
Murray's book has struck a nerve with many. His
most debated argument is that black people, as a
whole, have an average IQ of 85 and white people as a
whole have an average IQ of 100, therefore, black
people will always be at the bottom of the socioeconomic ladder. In other words, blacks are naturally, biologically and inarguably inferior to whites.
People of all intelligence levels strongly disagree.
Several questions are left unanswered. Supposing
those average IQs are correct, who is to say that IQ
tests are an accurate measure of intelligence? Who is
to say the IQ tests aren't racially- or culturallybiased?
Murray says that because people's IQs determine
their socio-economic status, there is an ever-growing
division between members of the upper class, who
have IQs of more than 110, the middle class, with IQs
ranging from 109 to 90 and the lower class, members
of which have IQs below 75. He says members of the
lower class have no way of getting out, so systems
like welfare and affirmative action are obsolete.
The author says blacks are unlikely to overcome
poverty, welfare dependency and crime associated
with inner cities because they are biologically unable.
"They're saying it's science, but it has a racist effect," said Dr. Alvin Roussaint of Harvard Medical
School in an interview with "Newsweek" magazine.
"For whites who are already predisposed to believe
that blacks are inferior, this is going to confirm their
prejudices."
The News believes Forrest Gump's philosophy is
much more powerful and convincing than Murray's.
People who are stuck in the poverty cycle are not
there because they are stupid They are there largely
because environmental circumstances and social
structures keep them there. We are, to a large degree, responsible for our socio-economic positions in
life. Some racist fool who writes a book should not
discourage us from believing that.
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Control is reason men play sports
There are three things that are
detrimental to my study habits.
Drinking, Sega and intramurals.
Men as a gender like to live there
lives vicariously through other
things. Everyone wants to be a
hero, and in the United States
everyone wants to hit that winning homerun or catch that
game-breaking touchdown. Boys
will be boys.
Why do we have this obsession
with sports? Observe any male
gathering on a weekend night
and the conversation will lead to
why the Browns are 6-1 or why
the Chardon Hilltoppers are going to win this week. Get enough
drunk men around and invariably
they will talk about the glory
years of bygone high school days.
Those were days when you
could run the 40 in under six seconds. Those were the days when
you would run till you puked your
guts out and enjoyed it. Now you
live from intramural season to
intramural season, supplementing it with the occasional game of
NHL 95. We love our sports.
I sit here writing this column
recently coming off of one of
those flights of fantasy. We are in
the heart of intramural flag football season. These games were
great when you were a freshman
or a sophomore, but once you go
through a couple of seasons it
gets to be a chore. It's fun, but
you do not have the luxury of
having a team physician or a

Q
L
Matt
Fair
trainer at your disposal. One
merely has to kill the pain after a
game with either large quantities
of ice or large quantities oi alcohol.
The thing that really gets to
me, besides the fact that I have
no knees, is the seriousness that
we have when we're on the field.
As aging veterans of the intramural gig and due to the fact that
we lost a lot of our athletic
friends to graduation, my teammate and I decided that we were
not going to take it seriously.
We were Just going to play the
game to have fun - yeah right.
Once you get the sensation of
winning, it does not stop. You always have to prove that your better than the other guy.
I remember one play during a
game. I play on the defensive line
and was to apply adequate pressure on the quarterback. He
heaved one down the field and I

looked back to see no one near
You get all keyed up to attack
the receiver. Touchdown.
whomever has the ball, the ball is
I was so furious I could have snapped and you hurl yourself
ripped someone's head off. Why? through the line to get to the
I don't know, maybe it has to do quarterback. When you finally
with that crazy testosterone chase him down, if you can, all
thing. There was another in- you get to do is pull on a nylon
stance where a friend of mine belt
It's like hitting on a girl all
almost cost us a touchdown by
blowing his coverage. My room- night, thinking that she'll go
mate and I just tore into him as if home with you, and then you get
we were playing for the national to Taco Bell and you're almost at
championship.
your apartment and she decides
As for the intramural officials, to go home.
they certainly don't get paid
Now one might say "Matt, that
enough for the work they do. I was a very sexist and chauvinisremember a situation that hap- tic remark."
pened last year where a teamWhy, yes it was, and it is a
mate of mine actually made an necessary one because it brings
official cry.
out one of the reasons that men
It was such a bush-league move love sports so much. Control,
that I thought for sure they domination and success.
would suspend him, I wanted
Men play sports because they
them to, but they did not. I do not are control freaks.
know what policies the intramuIn intramurals you have a conral board has for these situations, trolled situation where a man can
but if I were officiating and test his limits and take out his
someone calls me a blankity, aggression on other guys. That
biankity blanksucker - you're does not happen in the real world
gone. The officials that we had and definitely doesn't happen In
did blow some calls, but they took the dating world.
a lot of abuse from both sides.
That is why we kill ourselves
It is hard to contain the emo- every week, that is why we yell
tion and adrenalin that accu- and scream and taunt each other,
mulates during a game, and if not to mention the referees. We
fraternities are playing it is even love to think we have our destiny'
worse. Playing sports that are in our own hands - we don't -- but
contact-oriented and have to be we like to think we do.
watered down for safety and insurance reasons are just asking
Matt Fair is a weekly columnist
for The News.
for trouble.
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Acclamation passed
to oppose issue 4
The Undergraduate Student
Government, in our Oct. 24 General Assembly meeting, passed
legislation by unanimous acclamation which opposes State Issue
4. This referendum proposes a
state Constitutional amendment
which would, in effect, eliminate
the penny-a-can soda pop tax.
This tax was instituted in 1992 to
help balance the state budget.
The rationale was that pop is not
a food. It is not a necessary nutritional item for either children or
adults. Contrary to the deceptive
campaigning by special Interest
groups, the state legislature has
not, and will not, tax food items.
The effect of the passage of
State Issue 4 has potentially disastrous consequences for University students. This amendment would result in a 65 million
dollar loss of revenue for the
state. Because a large percent of
the state budget is tied up with
fixed entitlements, there are

very few areas that are suscepti- falling, hockey has started and
ble to cuts. The higher education the University football team is in
allocations, especially under the a familiar position - the pilot seat
leadership of Governor George for the Mid-American ConferVoinovich, have been the first ence Championship.
If you happed to miss Saturand hardest hit.
Further cuts to our budget will day's showdown against Ball
serve to cripple and maybe elim- State, don't pass up the opportuinate the programs and facilities nity for another big game. This
enjoyed by University students. Saturday, Parents' Day, the FalThis is one time when the stu- cons will battle rival Miami at
dents actually have control over Doyt Perry Stadium at 1 p.m.
The Falcons are making their
the quality of their education and
the future worth of a diploma return to the top of the MAC and
the third bowl appearance in the
from the University.
I would urge all members of last four years.
After watching and cheering
the University community, especially fellow students, to vote the University past our friendly
against State Issue 4 Tuesday foes to the north, and seeing the
Nov. 8 as an investment in our fu- Falcons fly past the defending
MAC champions Ball State Carture at the University.
dinals last Saturday, we are lookJennifer Mathe
ing forward to putting a lid on the
USG President
MAC Title.
We know all of those involved
in supporting our mighty Falcons
- the cheerleaders, the band and
pommerettes will be looking to
you - the students, faculty, staff
Dear Falcon fans: '
If s that time of year again - and community - to fill the
- mid-terms are here, leaves are stands and cheer BG to another

Freddie, Frieda invite
fans to football game

MAC victory! Let the team know
it has your support.
Show the rest of the conference that BG means business,
and that Doyt Perry Stadium is
not a friendly place to play. Tailgate with Mom and Dad before
helping keep the home unbeaten
streak alive.
Go FALCONS! We will see you
Saturday. Las Vegas or BUST!!!
Freddie and Frieda Falcon

CORRECTIONS
The Alpha Angels are incorrectly placed under a
list of fraternities and sororities that fall under PanHellenic Council in Tuesday's edition ofThe News.
Sigma Lambda Gamma is
an independent sorority.
And Alpha Kappa Alpha
and Delta Sigma Theta are
sororities that are part of
the eight organizations
which fall under the University's branch of the
national Pan-Hellenic
Council
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Simpson testimony

LOS ANGELES - The O.J.
Simpson trial judge refused today to limit the number of witnesses at a crucial DNA hearing,
rejecting the defense's argument
that repetitive testimony would
drag out the proceeding for
weeks.
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
also declined to rule on a defense
request to bar cameras from the
hearing to cut down on potentially prejudicial publicity.
Ito said if prosecutors break
their promise to avoid repetitive
testimony, he'll cut them off.
"This court is able to recognize
cumulative testimony," he said.
The judge said he would wait to
Earnings were $1.04 per share, rule on whether cameras will be
compared with 40 cents a share in allowed until a hearing already
1993's third quarter, when net
scheduled for Nov. 7 on whether
earnings were $463 million.
to permit TV coverage of the enFord's revenues rose 24.9 per- tire trial.
cent to $30.6 billion, compared
with $24.5 billion a year ago.
The 1993 earnings reflected
one-time gain of $140 million because of changes in tax laws. The
earnings-per-share figure for
1993 is adjusted to reflect the
company's 2-for-1 stock split of
earlier this year.
Ford's earnings were a thirdquarter record for the nation's
second-biggest automaker.
Ford's previous best third quarter was $856 million in 1988.
The defense expressed concern
Ford earned $578 million on
that potential jurors would be exU.S. automotive operations during the quarter, up from $333 mil- posed to details from the hearing,
which explores whether DNA
lion a year ago.
International automotive oper- evidence will be admitted during
the trial.
ations showed a $23 million
profit, compared to a 1993 loss of
Ito said the hearing, to be held
$261 million. The international
when jury selection Is finished,
gains reflected a turnaround in
will focus only on general Issues
Europe, where the company lost
surrounding genetic testing and
$217 million a year ago.
statistical analysis, and that no
specific test results in the Simpson case will be revealed.
TV Ratings
Today's hastily called session
to set ground rules for the hearPrime-time ratings as
ing
was held at the request of the
compiled by the A.C
defense, which said the hearing
Nielsen Co. for Sept. 19could take weeks if the number of
25. A rating measures
witnesses were not limited.
the percentage of the
The session briefly Interrupted
nation's 93.1 million TV
jury selection, which had taken a
homes. Each ratings
point represents 942,000
households.
S32A57
DEARBORN, Mich. - Ford
Motor Co.'s third-quarter profit
swelled to $1.1 billion, more than
double last year's amount and a
record for the July through September period, the company said
today.

1, Grace Under Fire,
ABC, 20.5,19.6 million
homos.
2. Home Improvement,
ABC, 20.4,19.5 million
homes.
3.E.R,NBC,19.4,18.S
million homes.
4. NFL Monday Nigh
Football, ABC, 18.7,17.8
million homes.
5. 60 Minutes, CBS. 13.4,
17.6 million homes,
6. Roseanne, ABC, 17.7,
16.9 million homes.
7. Murder, She Wrote,
CBS, 17.4.16.6 million
homes.
8. Seinfeld, NBC, 17.2,
16.4 million homes.
9. Ellen, ABC, 16.3,15.6
million homes.
10. NYPD Blue, ABC,:i.-::
16.1,15.4 million homes.

"You don't want more of the same to
get in the way of something better."
-Carol Tucker Foreman, Safe Food Coalition
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Ford makes a billion

THEY
SAID IT

Ill Communication

dramatic turn Tuesday when one
potential juror described her participation in a trial involving domestic violence.
The soft-spoken woman dramatically put her index finger to
her forehead like a gun, then said,
"She shot him right between the
eyes."
O.J. Simpson, who had been
watching intently, turned away
and rolled his eyes.
The day ended with defense attorney Johnnie Cochran Jr. asking Ito to dismiss a man who admitted he was in a bar where a
television was playing after Ito
had ordered prospective jurors to
avoid all media. The man said he
heard a news report about a political race, but nothing about
Simpson.

Textbooks slight women
CHICAGO - Anatomy textbooks use illustrations of male
bodies more than twice as often
as illustrations of females, perpetuating a bias in medicine
against women, researchers said.
"Asa result, students may develop an incomplete knowledge
of normal female anatomy," the
researchers said in Wednesday's
issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association.
They analyzed more than 4,000
illustrations in 12 commonly used
anatomy and physical diagnosis
textbooks.
Women were depicted in only
21.2 percent of all the anatomy
text illustrations, while males
were represented in 44.3 percent
of the drawings and 34.4 percent
were sex-neutral, the researchers said.
In texts on physical diagnosis,
the distribution was more equal 21.5 percent female vs. 24.8 percent male, they found. Illustrations of women were largely confined to chapters on reproduction, suggesting women are
still viewed mostly in terms of
mothering, the researchers said.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

APPk«*/Crt| Baker
A worker takes a break from setting up satellite dishes for a satellite communications exhibition in
Beijing.

Continued from page one.

Strauss said the "X" does not
mean they are bad people. He
said it is a generation that is
searching for a better meaning of
life at work and at home.
"They perceive themselves as
a generation that will do better
for their children than their parents did for them," Strauss said.
Helen Horowitz, professor of
history and American studies at
Smith College in Massachusetts,
said today's students are not
worse off going into college than
she was during her generation.
"It's clear to me that these students are much more prepared
than I was when I went to college," Horowitz said.
Strauss said Generation X is
being presented with so much
negative information that it is
difficult not to feel bad. Strauss

cited the start of the negative information came in 1983 with the
publication of "A Nation at Risk."
"Ever since then there has
been research from universities
saying how dumb these students
are," Strauss said. He said he believes the heart of the problem
lies with what those before Generation X and what they left.
Jack Warner, Dean of Student
Sevices as Bristol Community
College in Massachusetts, said a
lot more people are going to college besides those in Generation
X.
"Many are single parents.
They're going to school and trying to raise children at the same
time," Warner said.'
Some viewers wished the program had focused more on nontraditional students.

EXTRA.!
EXTRA.!

"For the most part it was very
good," said Kathy Hoff, University doctorate student In higher
education. "The title of the presentation was 'Look Who is Coming to College' and it mainly focused on Generation "i."

CANDIDATES
Continued from page one.

tant duty as auditor is to oversee
the distribution of funds that are
relied upon by government duties.
"I have 17 years worth of experience in local government. I
have dealt with townships, municipal schools and tried to answer
their questions and concerns,"
Sibberson said.

In The News
A committee is established to decide
the best way to accomodate both the
International center and graduate
student housing in Prout Hall facilities.
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GOP candidate discusses issues Toledo reporter
By Cynthia Kent
The BC News
The Republican state representative candidate spoke Tuesday night about improving Job
training and funding higher education.
Randall Gardner, in his speech
to College Republicans, said
Congress must re-target money
back into higher education instead of proposing new taxes.
"I think the University is very
important to the educational opportunity of Northwest Ohio and
to the economy as well," Gardner
said. "I would like to see more
funding targeted toward the
University to help job opportunity."
Gardner said the University
and Northwest Ohio needs job
training to compliment higher
education. He added that he is
already beginning to decide how
to generate more money for the
University and how to provide
job opportunity for the people
already at the University.
"I am here on campus

excuse to make cuts or not proGardner wants more funding for I™
the kind of increases higher
education deserves."
job training, higher education
Gardner also addressed his

often and I really enjoy being a
legislator who can represent one
of Ohio's major universities,"
Gardner said.
During his last nine years as a
legislator, he has supported the
legislation that would allow students to vote University trustees
to the state, and allocated money
into a separate budget, allowing
the building of the new technology classroom building at the
University.
"I think I have been representative of this district and the
needs and wishes of its largest
employers - gaining education
and better quality of life for the
future," Gardner said.
Gardner also discussed his
opinion on other issues such as
the soda-pop tax and abortion.
He said people who are voting
yes to repeal the soda-pop tax are
making the assumption that food

views of abortion.
In the past, Gardner supported
is being taxed at any level.
However, he said there still is a the Right to Know Bill and has
prohibition of taxes at the retail been consistently supported by

"I think the University is very
important to the educational
opportunity of Northwest Ohio
and to the economy as well."
Randy Gardner
Republican state representative candidate

level that has been in effect since the Right to Life organization.
1936.
"Issue 4 is a very complicated
"Regardless of which side peoissue," Gardner said. "Even if ple are on, there is a lot of variathere is money in the state bud- tions of what people feel about
get, legislation might make an the issue," Gardner said.

to discuss role of
women in media
By Amy Johnson
The BC News
A Toledo anchorwoman will address issues related to women
in the television news at the University today.
The University's Radio and Television News Director Association will present LuAnn Canipe, noon-time anchorwoman and
reporter from WTOL Channel 11. "I will focus on how women, in
general, can add 'uniqueness' to the television business," Canipe
said.
Canipe will also address the importance of journalism judgment and responsibility involved in the business, specifically related to female reporters.
Canipe Is a graduate from West Carolina University and has
anchored and reported in Virginia and Kentucky.
RTNDA is a professional organization directed toward people
with an Interest In a career in broadcast news, said Laurence
Jankowski, adviser of RTNDA
"I have chose LuAnn Canipe to speak because I have heard her
speak before and she is a very intelligent woman," said Kristina
Mahoney, president of RTNDA

Students can express views NTSA officers hope to ease
to president during forum connections with University
By Lawrence Hannan
The BC News
Students who have concerns
or complaints about the University will be able to express
them to University President
Paul Olscamp today during the
Fall Semester Student Open
Forum.
Janice
Wasserman,
secretary at
the president's office,
said Olscamp
usually has
one student
open forum a
semester.
"There is
Olscanp
no real agenda to the forum,"
Wasserman said. "The president just listens to what the

students have to say."
Undergraduate Student
Government President Jennifer Mathe said she urges students to attend this forum.
"It's very important that the
president know what the concerns of the students are," she
said.
Benjamin Muego, former
Faculty Senate president said
student open forums were designed by Olscamp to receive
direct feedback from the students and increase communication between the administration and the student body.
However, the open forums
have met with limited success
and low attendance.
"President Olscamp has
mentioned the lack of interest
students have had in the forums when we've spoken to him

in the past," Mathe said. "It's
difficult to get student needs
addressed when the students
themselves don't seem to
care."
Two weeks ago, the University presidential search committee had an open forum to
hear suggestions about what
qualities the next University
president should have.
Several student and faculty
speakers criticized Clscamp
for not being very accessible to
students and suggested that
the next president needed to be
more more visible in a day-today capacity with the students.
Mathe said it is somewhat
hypocritical for students to
complain about a lack of access
and then not show up when access is granted.

Halloween Is coming
Bowling Green State University
Bowirg GMM Su» lM,.n„ty
MX BM 121
•owttof O^B. Ohio 4M01
Piw»Ml«137HM71
FAX: (419)17] 1446

Dear Members of the Faculty and Staff:

By Julie Hamilton
The BC News
The NonTradltlonal Student
Association has elected new officers who said they hope to improve connections between the
organization and University life.
The new president. Sue McFarlane, and vice
president,
Charles Patton,
were elected
Oct. 10.
The new
officers said
they want to
expand the organization to be
more University-oriented,
rather than socially-oriented.
"We've redefined the organization from just a social group to an
organization that is more involved with University activities," McFarlane said.
She said they have purchased

Halloween Is coming

KAHLE

Halloween is coming

Continued from page one.
hear about the good things every
once in a while."

20 tickets to the Rita Rudner per- ditional students," Distelzweig
formance for their members to said.
promote group activities and
For example, Sherry Miller,
they are sending a representa- the involvement coordinator, is
tive to Undergraduate Student currently working on an emerGovernment, so they can be bet- gency notification system, which
ter connected to the campus.
would notify members who are
"It's hard to find a connection parents if their child is sick at
point for the nontradiUonal stu- school. Someone would go to
dents," McFarlane said. "Some of their class and notify them.
us are here during the day while
others are only on campus at
The NTSA is also involved in
community service projects.
night"
There are 3,000 students at the McFarlane said the group is hopUniversity who are over 25. The ing to work together with traditional students to help CrittenNTSA has 12S members.
"A nontraditional student is dom, a home for unwed mothers.
any one who is over 25, has taken
"We're looking for service
a break in [his or her] education, projects that are geared toward
is married or has children," said the needs and interests of nonHeather Distelzweig, who is in traditional students," Distelzcharge of publicity and promo- weig said.
tions for NTSA She said it is
NTSA meets every other Wed.
harder for these students to find at 11:30 in the Off-Campus Stuout what Is happening on campus. dent Center.
The NTSA officers said they
"Our basic purpose is to find want to find a way to help the
the best way to serve the nontra- community and themselves.

Kahle was selected for the award by a committee of five
members, consisting of students
and alumni.
The committee evaluates the
finalists through a series of
classroom visits, a data sheet ex-

Bowling Green State University's Presidential
Search Committee is seeking nominations of
individuals to succeed Dr. Paul J. Olscamp, who
will retire in June 1995 after 13 years as president.
We are interested in candidates who have records
of successful leadership, who are dedicated to the
pursuit of excellence in education and who are fully
committed to the University's affirmative action
goals and objectives.
If you know potential candidates who have the
credentials and attributes that are needed in
BGSU's next president, we would very much
appreciate your confidential nominations. All
nominees will be contacted and invited to make
formal application. Screening of applicants will
begin on November 14,1994, and consideration will
continue until the position is filled.
If you would like to see a copy of the "General
Information" statement about the position and the
University which has been developed by the
Committee, contact our Search Committee
secretary, Ms. Deb Magrum at 372-2214. Please
send letters of nomination to me, c/o P.O. Box 127,
Bowling Green State University.

plaining contribution and dedication, and an interview.
Kahle received a plaque and a
check for $1,000 for winning the
award sponsored by the Undergraduate Alumni Association.

a

15th Annual
Halloween Bash
at
Uptown/Downtown

(OMMtar $ l91 DM
>

Late 70's - Mid 80's Music
♦ Dress Retro*
$250 1st Prize - Best Costume
$100 2nd Prize • $50 3rd Prize
, Prizes for 10 Runner-Ups
1st 600 People Receive a Free Mug

Thank you for your assistance with our search for a
new president.
Sincerely,

Judge C Ellen Connally, Chair
President Search Committee

Judging at
' Midnight
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Soccer squad wins with late goal
Burch's second goal propels BG past CSU
By John Boyle
The BG News

by the Viking defense, but
Burch beat Warf ield just under
the cross bar to give the Falcons a 1-0 lead.
For much of the remainder
of the first half, BG had constant pressure in the Viking
defensive third of the field but
settled for a one-goal lead after
45 minutes.

Midfielder Joe Burch's second goal of the game with 16
seconds remaining in overtime
lifted the Falcons past Cleveland State 2-1 Wednesday at
Mickey Cochrane Field.
The game-winning play began with midfielder Brian
Glibkowski's serve into the
CSU box.I
Steve Klein
then headed
the ball
across the
box to Burch, I
who beat Viking goal-j
keeper
Cathal Warfield high tol
the near post.
Palm Isano
It was just a matter of time,
Burch said.
Gary Palmisano
"I think a goal was bound to
BG head coach
come in that overtime," Burch
said. "We were dominating."
BG, 10-5-i overall and 3-1-1
Cleveland State, 3-12, tied
Mid-American Conference, the match at 1-1 off a free kick.
outshot the Vikings 10-0 in Off a set play, a Viking forovertime and 27-8 for the ward chipped the ball high
match.
over the BG wall.
The Falcons opened the scorBut BG back Tony Dore's
ing at the 14:53 mark off a cor- header to clear the ball went
ner kick. Peter Kelp's kick was across the box instead to the
received deep in the CSU box foot of CSU forward, Justus
by forward Tim Concannon. Pryor. Pryor was alone In front
Concannon's shot was blocked of BG keeper Dan Traver and

"There were many
times when our kids
could have said, 'it's
just not our day,' but
they didn't. They
kept working and
working and
working."

■r
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The BG Newt/Ron Wcluncr

Bowling Green midfielder Steve Klein beats ■ Cleveland State defender during the Falcons 2-1 overtime victory over the Vikings Wednesday.

Singleton latest to commit
to OSU's basketball squad
The Associated Press
"I went down to Ohio State for an official visit,
and I basically fell in love with the place," Singleton said at a news conference at his school.
One draw for Singleton was the possibility of
immediate playing time.
"I'll have an opportunity to step in and play, and
also get a quality education," he said. "They say I
can get right in and play their type of game, which
is a run and gun."
Ohio State has had three players dismissed from
the team since the end of last season for skirmishes with the law. Two others have transferred.
The Buckeyes and coach Randy Ayers were put on
a year of NCAA probation last spring for recruiting violations.
Coleman, who averaged IS points, seven rebounds and five assists a game last year, said, "I
didn't hold the coaching staff or coach Ayers responsible."

COLUMBUS, - Depleted by defections and dismissals, Ohio State took the first step toward fortifying its roster next year by receiving verbal
commitments from two high school standouts in
the last two days.
Neshaun Coleman, a 6-foot-3 senior guard at
Toledo St. John's, announced Tuesday that he
would sign with Ohio State during the Nov. 9-16
period for the signing of national letters of intent.
On Wednesday, 6-6 senior forward Jason Singleton of Aquinas High School In Southgate, Mich.,
became the fourth player to commit to the Buckeyes in the current recruiting class.
Coleman chose Ohio State over Wisconsin and
Michigan State, while Singleton had narrowed his
choices to Nevada-Las Vegas and the Buckeyes.

EAT DINNER STRAIGHT FROM

KITCHEN
WALK THRU THE
DEPTHS OF OUR
KITCHEN FOR
DINNER

Are YOU interested in
becoming a Business or
Marketing Education Major?
Iff you would like more
information plan to attend the
reception to be held on
Monday Oct. 31 in 2004 B.A.
from 4:30-5:45

COWWONS

REFRESHMENTS

A SCARFY FFAS

We'll offer help in

OCTOBER 27
4:30 - 6:30pm
University Food Operations
372-2891

^

beat him low to the near post.
Traver only had to make two
saves for his 10th win of the
season.
Head coach Gary Palmisano
was happy that BG continued
to put forth effort even though
they didn't capitalize on as
many chances as they could.
"It's important that we dont
take the frustration with us out
on to the field," Palmisano said.
"And I think that was evident
today."
"There were many times
when our kids could have said
'it's just not our day' but they
didn't. They kept working and
working and working. And
praise the Lord something positive happens and we walked
away with a win."
Palmisano said earlier this
week that the CSU match and
Michigan State match Sunday
at Mickey Cochrane Field
would hopefully give the Falcons some momentum heading
into the Mid-American Conference Tournament.
"I think it is going to carry
over to Sunday against Michigan State," Burch said. "If we
can win that one, we'll be on a
roll going into the tournament

PLAY THE GAME
WITtklT THE PAIN

PLAY
Play painlessly on an International level
when you predict quarterback plays
during live televised NFL, College and
Canadian football games. Prizes
awarded to top network players.

Saturday
Noon Colorado at Nebraska
3:30 OSU at Penn State
7:00 Georgia at Florida

HERE
QB1 puts you in the quarterback's
shoes, but don't worry about the blitz.
With NTN's interactive system, you
compete here against the nation while
the pros go to war on live TV.

Sunday
1:00
4:00

Lions at Giants
Browns at Broncos

WILL BE SERVED

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. Onto

Spring Scheduling

HOME FALCON VOLLEYBALL - I Kill AY v. MIAMI, SATURDAY v. OHIO
«. \>ll I I >II.S 7 f.M. -

IMIMM' IIOK-

I lull Sallir«hlav's gailM' « ill !»<• pla.x'tl :il lEoulin^

I.HM-H

lli^li School

(he tittle Stop
Come See Us For All Your Halloween Needs!
Gifts • Cards • BGSU Clothing • Candy
University Union • Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 8:30 - 5:30 Fri. 8:30 - 5:00 • 372-2962
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NBA might become third Browns looking The bet's
in the bag,
league to strike this year to buck Broncos how about
By Wendy E. Lane

The Associated Press

wants to close loopholes in cap
rules, while the players are trying to abolish the cap through
lawsuits.
Grantham denied one agent's
report that a lockout was threatened as early as Monday unless
the union agreed to a no-strike,
no-lockout pledge and dropped
its lawsuits against the NBA.
Grantham said that was "inaccurate."
Another agent, also speaking
on the condition of anyonymity,
said he understood the sides
were nearing an agreement on
the pledge and a one-year extension of the agreement that expired last summer.

NEW YORK - The NBA may
become the third league halted
by a work stoppage. Owners
scheduled a lockout vote Monday
if an agreement with its union
isn't reached by then.
A source close to the talks said
Wednesday the owners will meet
in Chicago to decide on whether
to trigger the first work stoppage
in NBA history. The season is
scheduled to begin Nov. 4.
NBA commissioner David
Stern and union head Charles
Grantham were unavailable for
comment. However, the sides
have been talking in recent days,
according to several sources on
Buck Williams of the Portland
both sides.
Trail Blazers, the association's
As with the baseball strike and president, said Wednesday he did
the NHL lockout, the sticking not know the precise nature of
point is the salary cap, which the the discussions between GranNBA adopted in 1983. The league tham and Stern.

"I'm know they were talking,
but I don't know what the results
were," Williams said.
"We're still hopeful we can
make a deal before the season
begins, but we can't comment on
any negotiations," NBA deputy
commissioner Russ G rani k said.
The NBA has been without a
collective bargaining agreement
since the end of the 1993-94
season, and no formal negotiating has occurred since July 11.
Earlier this month, both sides
said they would be willing to begin the season without a deal and
Stern discounted talk of a lockout.
The union has filed an antitrust
lawsuit against the league challenging the salary cap, the college draft and restricted free
agency. The NBA won in U.S.
District Court and the case
awaits a decision by the 2nd U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals.

By Chuck MM!
The Associated Press

BEREA, Ohio - It's much
harder to prepare for the
Cleveland Browns now that
Vinny Testaverde, instead of
Bernie Kosar, is running the
show, Denver coach Wade
Phillips said Wednesday.
The Broncos beat the
Browns 29-14 last Nov. 7 in
what turned out to be Kosar's
last game for Cleveland.
Coach BUI Belichick cut him
the next day, even though it
meant inexperienced Todd
Philcox temporarily became
the starter; Testaverde was
out with a separated shoulder
at the time.
But while the move contributed to a second-half collapse
that kept the Browns out of
the playoffs for the fourth
straight season, Belichick's
confidence in Testaverde may
finally be paying off. The
Browns are 9-4 in games Testaverde has started, including
6-1 this year.
"Kosar couldn't make the
kinds of plays Testaverde can
make," Phillips, whose team
hosts the Browns on Sunday,
said in a conference call. "Kosar would dink you. Testaverde and the offense they
have now certainly can make
big plays. They've shown that
all year."

True, the Browns have
scored 11 touchdowns from
farther than IS yards out this
season. But four of those came
on long returns of punts, kickoffs and interceptions.
Otherwise, if you stop the
big play, you've stopped the
Browns. They rank 27th out of
28 teams in first downs, 27th
in third-down efficiency and
27th in fourth-down efficiency. And even with the big
plays thrown in, they rank Just
18th in yards per game.
The Browns have failed to
score from farther than 20
yards out only once this year,
in their 17-10 loss to Pittsburgh.
"Vinny certainly has the
arm," Phillips said. "I think
that decision certainly has
paid off for them. They've
scored a lot of points. They've
made big plays, and that's
what was hurting us early in
the year.
"Their pass protection has
changed, and he gets rid of the
football. We know we're not
going to sack him. Their
offensive average per play
and average per pass play are
high."
John Elway, who has a 9-2
career record against Cleveland including victories in
three AFC championship
games, said his perception of
the Browns is somewhat
different now.

CAMPUS CORNER
"High Quality Clothing That
Can Last A Lifetime"
• We Do Custom Embroidery
.Hat
• T-shirts
• Sweatshirts
• Boxer Shorts
• One Day Service on "Sewn on Letters"
TO'S CAMPUS CORNER

RgSac

900 E. Wooster(Across from Kohl Hall)
352-3365

In Business Since 1953"

the Blatz?
A friend of mine recently
graduated from that prestigious
school in Oxford - Miami University.
While he was a Redskin we
often made bets and commented
on which school had the better
athletic program. Not just the
bigger well known sports, but
sports of all kinds.

IVlike

Kazimore
Of course, the biggest bet
usually came during football
season which I'm happy to say I
never lost.
Anyway, when Tony graduated
I thought that would be the end of
our bets. To my surprise, I
received a letter from him the
other day asking if we still had a
bet on for the Miami/BG football
game.
This really shocked me. I mean
Tony's pretty smart. He graduated from Miami in four years
and is currently in medical
school. Meanwhile, I'm still here
hoping that I can finish in five
years.
But hey, my excuse is that I
just stayed an extra year so I
could get an almost all expensepaid trip (for some reason The
News tends to not reimburse its
employees for their beer purchases - especially when they
occur in Hooter's in West Virginia) to the Las Vegas Bowl.
After re-reading his letter to
make sure he didn't throw in any
special clauses I began to get a
little nervous. There I was, a
sports editor who knows the
MAC football race pretty well
second-guessing myself on what
appeared to be a sure-thing.
I began rummaging through
old football programs looking for
obscure statistics that might
See BLATZ, page seven.

WO I III It MAC SHOWDOWN THIS SATURDAY!
BOW1 IM. GHEEI\ FALCONS vs. MIAMI 161 IISKIVS
HOME SWEET HOME - WHAT ABOUT THE "MIAMI WHAMMY"?
Come h«'l|>

IBCP

«vvl«'iiil

US

homo imh<-ai«ii sii-i-ak anil mow one s*«'|» closer lo iln- >l AC Championship!

Our Most Exciting Fall Sale

fji00NUG#r

Friday & Saturday
October 28 & 29

Up to 30% off Many Fall And Winter Fashions
Throughout The Entire Store.
Extended Hours
Fri 9:00 pm -10:00 pm
Sot 10:00 am - 5:30 pm
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Dountown Bowling Green Next to Kaufmans
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BLATZ
Continued from page six.

provide me with a little better insight on why a smart kid like
Tony would make such a dumb
bet.
Then it hit me, Tony might be
one of those people who are really smart when it comes to books,
but lacks common sense. Our
friends at home, often said that
Tony was kind of dumb - but I
thought they were cracking more
on his off-beat sense of humor
than his actual Intelligence.
For a minute that theory sat
well with me, but I knew that I
was just kidding myself because
as much as I hate to admit it,
Tony does know his sports. He
can't play them (sorry Tony, but I
believe I'm still the reigning basketball champ), but he knows
them.
Finally, I sat myself down and
repeated the words "Gary
Blackney is the Falcon coach k he will take BG and me to the
Las Vegas Bowl." After reciting
that a few times I got my courage
back, and became confident that
BG would easily win its seventhstraight game.
Then I realized that for once I
actually felt like Tony's mental
superior, even though I have no
clue what he's talking about
when he tries to tell me about his
major.
I finally accepted the bet, and
as usual the wager was a weekend's worth of Blatz - not cans,
but the short stubby bottles. Hey,
even future doctors like to dabble in the pleasures usually afforded to those of lesser status.
Looking back, I guess you
could still say that Tony's the
smarter one. Afterall, he did save
himself $6,000 by graduating on
time from Miami while I'm still
here trying to reassure my mom
that I can do it in five. But I can
drink a lot in a weekend, so I'm
hoping to cut my losses.
Oh, by the way Tony, basketball season is quickly approaching and I think we have a good
product over here. See you at the
NCAA's - I'll get the tickets, you
get the refreshments.
Mike Kazimore is a senior
journalism major and sports editor ofthe News

Please
Do not Drink
and Drive!!

Stewart relaxes,adapts team attitude
By Rick Warner
The Associated Press
BOULDER, Colo. - Kordell
Stewart used to be harder on
himself than he was on his opponents. The Colorado quarterback
blamed himself for every incompletion, every fumble, every loss.
"He took the blame for everything," teammate Michael Westbrook said. "He was always saying, 'It's my fault.'"
The self-imposed pressure
took its toll in last year's 21-17
loss to Nebraska. Stewart completed only 8 of 28 passes, was
sacked four times and threw
three interceptions, including
one that halted a potential, gamewinning drive in the closing
minutes.
"I was trying to be Superman,
and that's not possible," Stewart
said. "I wasn't relaxed at all. It
was like I had rocks on my shoulder."
Stewart has an entirely
different attitude going into Saturday's rematch in Lincoln between second-ranked Colorado
and No. 3 Nebraska. Although the
Big Eight title and even the
national championship could be
riding on the outcome, the senior
signal-caller doesn't feel overwhelmed.
"I understand now that it's not
about me, it's about the team," he
said. "There's only so much one
person can do. You win as a team
and you lose as a team."
"He's enjoying himself, having
fun and confident in his abilities," coach Bill McCartney said.
The confidence is reflected in
Stewart's statistics. He leads the
Big Eight in passing and total
offense, and is fifth in rushing.
Stewart has completed 65 percent of his passes, thrown for
1,330 yards and seven touchdowns, and run for 445 yards and
five scores.
"He's a real leader in the huddle," tailback Rashaan Salaam
said. "Last year, he was just a
puppet following directions."
"He's a lot more mature,"
Westbrook added. "Last year he
worried about everything. This
year he doesn't worry at all."
Much of the credit for the
transformation is being given to
new quarterbacks coach Rick
Neuheisel, who tutored Troy
Aikman at UCLA. Neuheisel has
helped Stewart improve his footwork, decision-making and
knowledge of defenses.
"He's been a great teacher,"

Stewart said. "He takes the extra
time to explain things and answer your questions."
Stewart is one of the few quarterbacks who is equally dangerous as a runner and passer.
Strong and speedy, the 6-foot-3,
210-pound Louisiana native can
break a long run off the option or
throw the ball 74 yards in the air,
as he did with his last-play, Hail
Mary at Michigan on Sept. 24.

"I understand now
that it's not about me,
it's about the team.
There's only so much
one person can do.
You win as a team
and you lose as a
team."
Kordell Stewart
Colorado quarterback
Westbrook caught the tipped
pass in the end zone to give
Colorado a 27-26 victory that will
live forever on highlight films.
"I'll remember it when I'm 40
or 50," Stewart said two days
after the game. "But right now
it's something I have to put behind me, because if I don't, I
won't play up to my capabilities
and that would hurt the team."
Stewart has been mentioned as
a Heisman Trophy contender
along with Salaam, who is leading
the nation in rushing and scoring.
"That's far, far in the back of
my mind," Stewart said. "Of
course, if they give me the Heisman, I wont give it back."

•WELCOMES.

AP photo/David ZaJubaaukJ

Colorado's Kordell Stewart slips past a defender during last week's win over Kansas State. After putting too much pressure on himself the last few year s, Stewart said that he Is going to enter this weekend's game against Nebraska with a relaxed state of mind.

Do Your Part.

©

The BGNews recycles 90% of it's waste paper in
production and old layout sheets.
THIS WEEK AT THE

Char Troxell as hair
stylist and nail tech.
Special Thru Nov.
23,1994
Full set of sculptured
Nails for $25.00
(Regularly $35.00)

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ACTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CAU THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT
372-8171 OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTLINE AT 372-8888

TICKETED EVENTS
SUN / OCT 30 / 4 PM / KOBACKER HALL
MENDELSSOHN'S ELIJAH

FREE EVENTS
THUR / OCT 27 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
TRUMPET ENSEMBLE

LAS VEGAS
BOWL
HEADQUARTERS

TUES / NOV 2 / 6 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
STUDENT JAZZ COMBOS
WED / NOV 3 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FSS: STEVEN CORNELIUS, JOYCE GROMKO AND
MARY NATVIG
THUR / NOV 4 / 12 30 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FAS: BOWLING GREEN BRASS QUINTET
THURS / NOV 4 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
CLASSICAL GUITARS
FRI / NOV 5 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FALL WIND ENSEMBLE CHAMBER WINDS
SUN / NOV 6 / 4 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FAS: JOHN BENTLEY, OBOE
FAS: FACULTY ARTIST SERIES
FSS: FACULTY SCHOLAR SERIES

354-2991

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE OPEN WEEKDAYS
NOON-6 PM CALL 372-8171 OR 800/589-2224 FOR TICKETS

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER

IIOMI FALCON FOOTBALL vs. MIAMI ...SATURDAY 1:00 P.M.! V*
PAKEVTS' WEEKEND! Come tailgate with Mom ami Wad prior to the game!

The Canoe Shop
Black Swamp Outfitters

CATCH THE SPIRIT,
...of FALCON FOOTBALL!
SATURDAY AT 1 PM!

140 South River Road • Waterville, Ohio 43566

878-3700
Store Hours: Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sun.

10-7
10-6

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR:
Back Packing • Hiking • Camping
Canoeing • X-C Skiing • Kayaking

10% off any non-sale
item with BGSU I.D.

SHOWDOWN!
BOWLING GREEN
vs.
V]
MIAMI
&
Just Present Your Student I.D. At The Gate For Free Admission pr

Parents' Day!
make plans with Mom & Dad

j
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CAMPUS EVENTS
MREAC HOUT Seeooui lor the Homeless "
Thursday. Oct. 27 7:30pm Union Oval
CandfaJtghi Vigil - Music ■ Education
Student sleep out to recognize homeless
problem in Wood County. Stop by and learn.
"Attention Education Majors*
It's still NOT too late to register lor OSEA Seminar Nov. 19 9am-3 30pm. Just $10 tor greal
speakers, run A (cod! You can register at the
next OSEA meeting or drop off registration at
410 Ed. BWg. No phone calls please. Hurry,
you only have uni I Nov dih at 4pm
2 DAYS UNTIL THE RrTA RUDNER CONCERT!
DONT MISSOUTI
$7 Tickets are still available
at UAO oNlce, 330 University Union
Rita Rudner Concert, Oet.291h
•pm ANDERSON ARENA
ASIAN COMMUNITIES UNITED
Meets every Friday at 4 00pm.
Rm. 118 Hayes Hall.
Call 372-8934 lor more <n(o.

ATTENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES
Place your order lor cap and gown by November 1, 1994. Please place your order at the gift
counter in the University Bookstore or by calling 2-2851. II placing your o-der by phone you
must know your cap size Graduation announcements are available ai the Bookstore

ATTN: JOUR, MKT AND ADV. MAJORS
BG PRO is having a meeting Thursday at 7pm
in Rm. 102 BA. Amy Bast. Senior Account Executive lor Funk Leutke Inc. will discuss
Agency Public Relations.
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
DON'T MISS OUT
"•BG PRO-

BIG HAIRY POSSE
Hornless Hunger Slnke Starts TODAY
until Paul agrees to talk
Visit Gieek and the Fellow
Bnng food lor the Homeless
Listen to Falcon RadloWFAL 680AM

Do your PARENTS naed a ROOM??
Llmlled Overnight Lodging
in Andsrson Hall
CALL NOWI2-2458
PARENTS WEEKEND RATES:
$17.00 • single and $26 co • double
call 2-2458 or go to 425 Student Services

BOOO
PLATE
i
SPECIALS

THURSDAY. OCTOBER
27TH
4:30 - 6:30pm

MCDONALD

HALLOWEEN DIKES
University Food Operations
372-2891
1

39

HsyftUcI
Come mes I your
USG District Senator
Chelsea Herriot
Mac West Lounge B:00pm
Free cider and donuls
Come let her know what YOU think
So she can voice YOUR opinion)
HEYYOUI
How would you like to see a F R EE: Larm From
the word "FREE" meaning "HA HA HA HA HA
HA HAAAA WHAT Burtw Bill?!") showing ol
the movie "Slackers", a cynical Mm that deals
with everyday Joes in the 90's. Well, you canl
Thanks to an error with the Bursar's o>'. ce.
(Realty' No Way!) we were unable to get it last
week. But we wiR have it this weekl It's at
6:00pm, this Monday, in 115 BA. Bring a
fr.enai
LAGALAGALAGALAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance Meets Tonight
in the United Christian Fellowship Center.
The UCF is located on (he corner ol Thursim
and Ridge, near MacDonald West.
LAGA IS OPEN TO THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY
including (acuity and grad-students, be they
Gay. Lesbian, Bisexual or Supporting Heterosexuals.
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
Omega Phi Alpha
Service Sorority is trick or treating lor canned
goods. Sun. Oct. 30. Time: 5.3O-7:30pm. Donations go to Aurora Battered Women's House
and BG Homeless Pantry.
RA Information Sessions are coming'H
Thursday. November 3,1994 Prout
Wednesday. November 9,1994 Kohl
Tuesday, November 15.1994 Compton
Monday, November 21,1994 Founders
Prout Session begins ai 9:30pm
AH other seasons begin at 9:15pm
RTNOA
Radio Television News
Directors Association
presents
WTOL - The News Channel's
LuAnnCanipe
7:30 Thursday
203 West Hall
everyone is welcome
RTNDA

SCARIEST HALLOWEEN PARTY
Organized and sponsored by
World Student Association
Oct. 29,1994 8:30-11:00pm
11 th Floor Otfenhauer West
Please come m costume as prizes will be
awarded. Admission is FREE...bnng a can
of food for donation to the BG Food Pantry.
THE BIG HAIRY POSSE
Homeless hunger strike today
Hungry until Paul Olscamp agrees to talk
Visit Gleek and the Fellow and bring
food (or the homeless.
Listen to Falcon Radio WFAL 68a AM

WE NAMED THE
DAMNED BUILDING AFTER HIM.
WHY WONT HE TALK TO US?

Stay Alive
DON'T
DRINK
and
DRIVE

210 N Main

•Pool

Thursday, October 27rh

»Ping Pone

•Pinball

IJNIVERSITY UNION
♦Best Values on Campus

Till! SDAY
I»III:AS\VI

icooii

BBQ
&Ribs
$6.95

All You Can Eal

Ori:\ 3-7.M.

CITY EVENTS

O Mil A Shawn Samoa O Phi A
Tonight is the night
you will see
what a great Big/lil pair we will be.
OPhlA

THE BIG HAIRY POSSE
Homeless Hunger Seike Today
Hungry until Paul Olscamp agrees
lo talk.
V s' Gleek and the Fellow and
bring lood lor tie homeless.
Llsien to Falcon Radio WFAL 680-AM

SPRING BREAK Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from S299.Air. Hotel,
Translers. Panes and Morel Organize small
group - em FREE trip plus commissionsl Call
1-800 822-0321.

LOST*FOUND
Start looking (or your
SUMMER JOB NOWIII
"How to Find Your Own Co-op"
only TWO lessens left!
Thurs.. Nov. 10th. 3:30pm OR
Thurs.. Nov. 17th, 4:00pm
300 Student Services Bldg.
Sponsored by Co-op: 2-2451

Is it Paul or is it Memorex?
We're going to find out
Hungry for change
THE BIG HAIRY POSSE

SERVICES OFFERED

TanlTanlTan!
1 month special - $30.00
352-7$89-425E.Wooster

""GET NAILED""
At Perfect Touch Salon a
set of fiberglass or Acrylic
nails Is $34.95. Gels only
$30,001 Call for an
appointment with Christie
today: 352-2812.
—GET NAILEO""

Think you were llcketed unlalrty?
Appeal your on-campus parking tickets Hi 405
Student Services. If you were parked correctly
or have mitigating circumstances and were
ticketed anyway, you have a easel Appeal
twse tickets with Student Court!

HORSEBACK RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13596 W. KRAMER RD.. BOWLING GREEN. OH 419 353-5403.
Pregnant? We can help.
Free ft confidential pregnancy tests.
support and informaton.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call354 HOPE.

Tired ol Ce; Washes and Bake Sales?
Come to the Creative Fundraising Workshop.
Get new ideas lor your organization.
See you on Wednesday, November 2
at 7pm in the Alumni Room of the Union.
Call 372-2843 to reserve a place.
Sponsored by SOLO, and SAO
Travel Freel Spnng Break "951
Guaranteed lowest prices to Jamaica. Cancun.
Florida, South Padre. Book early and save
i%IS Organize group! Travel Free! Call Sun
Splash Toura now! 1 -BOO-426-7710.
We're hungry, the homeless
are hungry
Paul is quiet. We're NOTI
THE BIO HAIRY POSSE

PERSONALS

Are You Stressed Week Evente

WIN FREE PIZZA

Take some time to unwind.
Enter the Relaxation Room
at the Counseling Center
Thursday. October 27th, brwn. 1 -4pm
in the Student Services Bidg.
Room 320

A Pizza Rai lie will be held at the
Union Foyer Irom 11-4pm on
Oct. 31, Nw. 1 »2
Ticket Prices:
1-.25 cents
3-.50 cents
7-$1
Proceedswdbenellt Public Relations
Student Society of America (PRSSA)
members attending a National Conference
in BalDmore, MD. 'Winners will be
contacted by phone on Nov. 2'

Comfortable sofas available...
view calming videos, or
listen to sounds of Nature.

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT
" BO PRO"
Meet rig this Thurs at 7pm in
Rm. 102 BA. Amy Bast, Senior Acct. Exec.
ol Funk Leutke Inc., will discuss
Agency Public Relations.
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
DON'T MISSOUTI
"BGPRO"

WANTED
Ml WANTED IMMEDIATELY III
1 female subleases Close to campus.
FREE CABLE. 352-2062

ALPHA PHI OMEGA ALPHA PHI OMEGA
L i I '
Steve
W .
I'm really excited you're my kroel
Only 3 more days.
Clue H4: Exactly one month from
today I will be 21 IGLove, Big ??
ALPHA PHI OMEGA ALPHA PHI OMEGA

1-4 sublease's for large, 2 BDRM apartment
near campus. Available for Spnng Semester.
$385/month . gas. Can 352-2139 and leave
message.
Female sublease' needed for the Spring semester. One bedroom available (in a 2 bedroom apt.) close 10 campus. Rent $194/mo.
Cell Snarmila at 353-311$.
Need immediately 1-2 subleasors.
Female, non-smoking, serious student
Nice pleat/location 3520300. leave message.

Attention Studentslll
Join the Energizing Fit nets Week
with BGSU Student Recreation Start
Tuea., October 2S1
Thura., October 27
12:00 -1:00 pm
Sponsored by SRC/Student Wellnesa Or
Are You Stressed Week Evente

Sublease Spnng 95.
Frazee Apt. 2 bdrm.. 2 bath, 3 or 4 people.
Close to campus, call 354-5010.
Sublease' needed for spring.
Ram Negotiable. Nice place.
Can 352-0470.

BG's only fireside dating restaurant.
Dairy specials, buffets, homemade
soups ft deserts. Pagtiai's 945 S. Main.

Headache Management Clinic
Explore new treatments and self-caro tips.
Receive a headache journal to discover triggers! Join usOct. 27th 4*Spm in the Student
Wellness Center, 2nd Floor ol Student Health
Service.
ICE BEER NIGHT AT BRATHAUS
WED. ft THURS. ALL NIGHT
ALSO LONG ISLAND ICE TE A
FOR 11.00

PORNFLAKES

•Video Games

LISA'S WILD WOOL IE s beck again
Oct. 28-2$. Union Lobby.
Donl buy anywhere 'tl you see
ournewdesignsl
All wool, handmade sweaters
and many new editions.
MC- VISA-CHECKS

THE BIG HAIRY POSSE

|—|oward's clubf-J

a «-&

THE BIG HAIRY POSSE

The'ewi be NO
Womyn lor Womyn
Meeting on Oclobat 31II
Have a Happy Halloween
And we'll see you in November.

$1500 weekly possible mailing our circulars!
For info call 202-298 9065.
•••SPRING BREAK 95—
Americe'e f 1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona ft Panamal
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE i Earn highest
commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL

Homeless hunger Slnke starts TODAY
until Paul agrees to talk.
Visit Gleek and the Fellow
Bring lood for the Homeless
Listen to Falcon Radio WFAL 680 AM
Wamedlll
Individuals and Student Organisations to Promote SRINQ BREAK '95 Earn substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS
1-800-327-6013

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGl
EARN BG Hi . FREE TRAVEL!
(Caribbean, Europe, etc!) No Exper. Nee. Staff
needed for busy Holiday/SpnncySummer
seasons. GUARANTEED SUCCESS' Guide.
(919)929-4398EXT C3039
Aerobic Instructors Experience in leading
step ft/or tow-impact classes. Certification is a
plus. Call Lisa or Joan. 674-8442.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
StudentsNeededi
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000 • $6,000
plus per month. Room and board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Can (206) 545-4155 exl A55441.
Counter, Waitstaff. Kitchen-help - Flexible
hours. Apply st China Oelite 10677 Freemont
Pike m Perrysburg across from Holiday kin
French Quarters. Call 872-2414.

FOR SALE
f 1 Awesome Spring Break!
Early Signup Specials! Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $2791 Includes 12 Meals ft 6 Parties!
Cancun ft Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus'
1 ■800-678-6386.
#1 Awesome!
Spnng Break Early Specials' Panama City
Oceamnew Room With Kitchen ft Free Bus To
Bars $129! Daytona (Kitchens) $159' Cocoa
Beach $159' Key West t229> • 600 678 6386
"81 Grand Pnx
70.000 miles
3523319

Daytime servers needed Flexible hours.
Apply 811am, 1 -4pm Campus Poliyeyes
by the smoke stack 440 E. Court

'86 Mazda 323. hater., air
cassette, runs great'
$2800 352 4636

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O Box
10075, Olatne.KS 66051.
GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE!
The BG News is looking for an Account Execulive Irom Jan. v4 - Dec. '95:
•Work20hrtAvk
"Sell and Service own Account list
*Avrg.1400 mo commission

'Make valuable contacta in the field
'Greeter employment potenbal
after graduation.
Must be: Sale oriented, dedicated, easy going
and have a desire to learn. Must have own car.
Call 372-2606 for more details or stop ty 204
W. Halt for an application
NFO RESEARCH. INC.
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Would you be interested in working for and
growing with one of the largest markenng
research firms in the country?
NFO gathers informetion and opinions about a
variety of consumer products and services. We
conduct computer assisted telephone interviews speaking with NFO panelists nationwide.
There is absolutely no selling involved'
NFO offers telephone interviewers:
'Starting wage of $5.25 per hour 'Benelils
'Flexible evening ft weekend shifts 'Weekend
ehift differential *Pey lor performance incenbves 'Advancement opportunities
We are 20 miles north right off I-7S at 2700
Oregon Road m Northwood for information and
to complete an employment application.
NFO RF.SEARCH.INC
IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
Now hiring lor all positions.
Apply in person at Pagliai'a
945 S. Main St.
Our company is looking for individuals who
want lo gain management experience next
summer. Earn $8,000 - $10,000 per summer.
The early bird gets the worm. 1-800-887-1960
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested In working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging etc?
Rate ol pay is $4.25 per hour. Apply in person
between tho hours of 9:00 am and 5:00 pm
(Mon.-Frl.)at:
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.
428 CLOUGH STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OHO 43402
TJX.S.P. International is looking for highly motivated, hard working students to fill management positions lor the summer ol 1995. Gain
valuable experience in marketing, management, business and receive college credit.
Great opportunity lo build your resume and
earn S7.OOO-S9.0OO Positions available in all
Cleveland auourbs, Akron, Canton, Lima, and
Sandusky. For more information call Mart
Scherer before October 31, at
1 -800-543-3782

18" Trek 820 1994 model
A Road Gear lock.
3541035
AM-FM pull-out car stereo, 100 watt car stereo
amp. 150 wan sub box. ft JVC 5 disc CD
player.Call 352-1521
GIANT Bike for sale. Almost new.
Great componenta. 181/2 in. Irame.
$400 o bo Ask for Nate or Scott:
372-3040
MACINTOSH Compuler. Complete system
mduding printer, only $500.
Call Chns at 800-289-5685
Sega Genesis lor sale wiSi 5 games. $200
o.b.o. Computer diary/ calculator. $40 o bo.
Call 372-4089.

FOR RENT

353-0325' Carry Rentals
Subleasing available ?"C Semester.
Close to campus. Call today!

SPRING SUBLEASER WANTED
(Male or Female)
Rent Beat Olfer
Location: 2nd Street
Own Room
Call: 353 0268

V, \ In my book, SamB"s,
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eal between
Toledo & Columbus.^^
The Toledo Blade Keiiauronl Crlm

146 North Main - Bowling Green

Sublease; needed: Spring/Summer '95
1 person efficiency apartment $245/month
Call and leave message: 353-150$
Sublease's Neededl
2 bdrm. Apt. lor Spring Semester
Very dose 10 campus!
Cheap, negotiable rent
Call: 354-5910
Wanted: 1 fern non-smoker to sublease Spring
semi Hired for Intern. - need to find someone
ASAPII Close to campus • Great roommaiesll
Call 354-3157

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS DUE: GET INVOLVED WITH PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES AND SCHEDULING
TIMES FOR ACTIVITIES TO BE OFFERED.
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER B, 1994.

HELP WANTED

Wanted: 1 -2 sublease's lor Spring Semester
1 bdrm. apt. dose to campus. FREE CABLE.
3S4-3S33r352-7912.

-PUBLIC INVITEDApple Computer
Presents System 7.5
And Quicktime 2.

Thursday, October 27
7:00 pm In 123 Overman Hall
BG Microcomputer Users Group

WANTED: Sublease's lor Spnng 95
2 bedroom Apt. We are graduating in December end are willing to negotiate!!! Call Nelson or
Jeff lor more kilo: 353-9396

College of Musical Arts
Bowling Green Stale University
presents

BOWL-N-GREENERY

Pasta
Day
$4.95

menu changes
es^T
weekly.

Inch Complete salad bar. gale
bread and unlmlted
beverage.

I OPEN 4:30-7™
I* All students meal plan
cards accepted

Emily Freeman Brown, conductor
Ida Roe Cahana, soprano
Tina Sandor Bunco, a/to
Robert D. Bracey, lenor
Andreas Poulimenos, baritone
with
Collegiate Chorale
A Cappella Choir

NOW IN IOWUNG GRIEN!

OPENING

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29TH
M

*V*-

&
^

Now Hiring ■ All Positions

>-

Including Contract Drivers

"T*

^

Bowling Green Philharmonic:
Sunday, October 30, 1994
4 p.m., Kobocker HcHJ
Moore Musical Arts Center
Tickers: $5 adults & $3 students/Sr. Cit.
Call 419/372-8171 or 800/589-2224

*P ty BLAZERS

V

4-

854 S. MAIN (Next To The China)

352-MEAT Free Delivery - Mm. $5.00 Order
353-EATS (To Fax Order)

